Injustice anywhere is a threat to justice everywhere.”

- Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
PROGRAM

Welcome & Opening Remarks
Craig Elkins, Director
College Now/START Program

Alumni Address
Dr. Nanette Vega ’96
B.A. Sociology
M.A. ’06
Ed.D. ’20
University of Miami

Awards of Appreciation
College Now/START Honors:
UMass Dartmouth Bookstore
CITS Department of Instructional Development

Senior Address
Elvis DaSilva ’21
B.S. Civil Engineering

Announcement of Scholarships
First-Year Student Address
Mustafaa Muhammad ’24
Clivens Joseph ’24
Candice Darteh ’24

First-Year Student Certificates
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Thanks goes out to those in our College Now/START family who helped make this event possible:

College Now/START Staff
Craig Elkins, Director
Anne Boisvert, Assistant Director
Erik Baumann, Program Coordinator
Vera Delgado, Counselor
Olivia Farinha, Admin. Assistant
Laurajane Fitzsimons, START Counselor
Linda Keith, Program Coordinator
James Perry Jr., Retention Counselor
Leanne Robinson, Counselor
Kelli Vasconcelos, Admin. Assistant

Peer Mentors
Elvis DaSilva, Adriana De La Rosa, Destine Demosthene, Cachelle Johnson-Lewis, Rohan Kirlew, La’Kendra Ross-Williams, Marcelo Vicente, Jake Wilkinson

Special Thanks To
Chancellor’s Office and UMass Dartmouth Alumni Association, our co-sponsors.

AWARDING OF FIRST-YEAR CERTIFICATES

2020 Fall Program College Now/START First-Year Students

Osarumen Adebayo
John Ahearn
Maxwell Allen
Jayden Ampratwum
Brandon Araujo
Justice Arnold
Tracy Atweri
Djiwo Balde
Anderson Bazora
Pimentel
Niza Botelho
Jennifer Cabrera
Kameron Casala
Oren Castro Amaya
Trevor Cear
Logan Chappell
Stanley Chavre
Ailha Clark
Jacques -Hannel Clinton
Elizabeth Crisman
Julian Curry
Candice Darteh
Desirae Demosthene
Kencole Deronville
Erie Donovan
Mary Fadeyi
Lauren Fichtenmayer
Grace Francois-Annevil
Gabriella Galbato
Nevaeh Gob-Alleyne
Essence Gray-Reed
Ryan Gutierrez
Samir Hanouni
James Harrington
Edwina Hogarth
Richarno Hylton
Jeremiah Imbert
Alisha Johnson
Aniya Jones
Clivens Joseph
Juliette Laguerre
Josue Ledesma
Deria Liban
Orrine Loiseau
Brianna Lubin
Jean Lucien
Michael Mania
Kianna Marceline
William Marden
Jacob Martin
Deaunta Mclean
Maya McRae
Shane Meerbott
Mustafaa Muhammad

Caleb Norteoy
Alexander Omomreg
Sheila Osei
Alyssa Paliotto
Dariana Perez Manon
Alyson Rego
Bryan Reyes
Genesis Rodriguez
Morgan Roy
Taisha Salvador
Yaira Salvador
Danasia Sampson
Kwasi Sarfo
Lemuel Sarfo-Nimmo
Rachel Silva
Michael Smith
Kyarah Sousa
Emma Talbot
Stacylina Teixeira
Ariel Then
Katelynn Tran
Onyewuchi Udokporo
Skyla Viveiros
Ryan Walsh
Camari Wilson
Brianna Winfield
COLLEGE NOW/START PROGRAM SCHOLARSHIPS

University of Massachusetts Dartmouth Talent Merit Scholarship, for forty first-year students who performed at a minimum GPA of 3.0.

Osarumen Adebayo
John Ahearn
Brandon Araujo
Tracy Atweri
Djiwo Balde
Niza Botelho
Kameron Casala
Logan Chappell
Alahna Clark
Elizabeth Crisman
Candice Darteh
Desirae Demosthene
Kencole Deronville
Erin Donovan
Lauren Fichtenmayer
Grace Francois-Annevil
Gabriella Galbato
Ryan Gutierrez
Samir Hanouni
James Harrington
Alisha Johnson
Clivens Joseph
Juliette Laguerre
Orrine Loiseau
Michael Mania
Kianna Marceline
William Marden
Jacob Martin
Shane Meerbott
Caleb Nortey
Alyson Rego
Bryan Reyes
Genesis Rodriguez
Taisha Salvador
Dansai Sampson
Danasia Sampson
Lemuel Sarfo-Nimmo
Emma Talbot
Katelynn Tran
Ryan Walsh
Brianna Winfield

SHARE THE DREAM SCHOLARSHIPS

Alumni Scholarship
Destine Demosthene
Rickardo Smith
Chancellor Jean F. MacCormack Scholarship
Daniella Niles
Jennie Lopes Scholarship
Ivyana Scott
Lanchideru Tachbele
Lamar McClinton Scholarship
Anderson Bazora Pimentel
Camari Wilson
Lola Johnson Book Award
Essence Gray-Reed
Mustafaa Muhammad
Lorenzo and Nova Andino Book Award
Justice Arnold
Rachel Silva
Lura May Teeter Memorial Scholarship
Nevaeh Gob-Alleyne
Ariel Then
Mr. Belfred Pina Scholarship
Jennifer Cabrera
Onyewuchi Udokporo
Office of Chief Diversity Officer
Adiniza Goncalves
La’Kendra Ross-Williams
Panofsky College Now/START
Devyn Perry
Sluter Scholarship
Abanob Mikhail
START-Kaput Scholarship
Erickson Rodrigues